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By Rose Jones, Tynemouth CLP

Carillion – the trade-union-blacklisting super-contractor that manages hun-
dreds of public services and projects within the public sector, including schools,
hospitals, libraries, prisons, military bases, and the HS2 project – has gone into
liquidation. 

They employ 40,000 people worldwide, 20,000 in the UK, and have 1400 ap-
prentices. This will also impact an as yet unknown number of subcontractors
who are dependent on their business, with reports estimating 30,000 firms are
owed £1bn, increasing concerns that Carillion’s demise could cause a further
number of insolvencies across the construction sector, indirectly affecting more
workers. There have been reports already of 520 workers at a subcontracted
Carillion site being locked out and told they had been laid off.

Workers are simply being prevented from doing their jobs. The RMT union
reported that trains would not be cleaned as the Carillion employees who are
issued with vans to travel between rail depots could no longer use the credit cards

they were issued by the company to pay for their fuel, and so could not get be-
tween jobs unless they paid up front with their own money.

The Carillion collapse is the most stark example, in recent times at least, of
the abject failure of the privatisation of our public services and the introduction
of the profit motive into the public sector. But it’s not enough just to point this
out. So, what should Labour be demanding of the Government and the labour
movement be fighting for more generally?

Guarantee jobs and pensions
The most urgent and pressing issue is that all Carillion employees’ jobs and

pensions are guaranteed and safeguarded. The work that Carillion was con-
tracted to do will still need to be carried out, and the current workers are best
placed to do this, and deserve job security. This has to be the case for workers in
both the private and public sector, in opposition to the Government’s confirma-
tion this afternoon that they will only pay Car-
illion workers on private sector contracts for
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The collapse of Carillion just shows how sick our economic system
is. And the Tory response was typical: throw good money after bad,
socialise the losses and let the bosses walk away with their bonuses.
What better proof is there that a strong fight for a socialist alterna-
tive is desperately needed? In this issue we try to draw immediate
and broader lesssons from Carillion and also look at Labour’s Al-
ternative Models of Ownership proposals.

We also continue our discussions on local government,  look at
how the lack of democracy flowing from the Momentum ‘coup’ a
year ago is playing out in the movement now, and carry a major fea-
ture on the anti-union laws – a crucial test for a Corbyn government
and a crucial issue for everything the left needs to achieve.

The Labour Party and the country are standing at a crossroads.
Jeremy Corbyn's election as Labour leader in 2015 opened a space

for socialist politics to re-emerge into the British mainstream. His re-
election in 2016 and the 2017 general election result confirmed that
there are millions of people in Britain who want to see an end to aus-
terity, to neo-liberalism and to the worst misery inflicted by the cap-
italist system. There are hundreds of thousands of people who at least
aspire to a better society than capitalism. The socialist left of the labour
movement has a historic opportunity now – we must seize it.

That means an open discussion on politics and principles, assisting
the grassroots of the labour movement to develop our own policies
and programme for a Labour government and for transforming soci-
ety, building on and critically engaging with policies proposed by the
leader’s office, the unions, the constituencies, and other parts of the
movement.

It means democratising the Labour Party, preventing further coup
attempts against the leadership, and preventing further unjust purges,
suspensions, and expulsions. It means facilitating debate on Momen-
tum, its purpose and its future.

The Clarion is a space for and a contribution to those debates. In
addition to news and reports from the movement, our coverage will
particularly focus on

• Debate and discussion on class and class struggle today, and how
we go beyond “new politics” and “progressive politics” to revive work-
ing-class politics.

• How we make socialism, a new society based on common owner-
ship and need not profit, the basic, unifying goal of the left; and fight
for bold socialist policies in the here and now.

• Fighting nationalism, building working-class solidarity across bor-
ders and between workers of different backgrounds and communities.

• To take a serious and consistent approach to equality and libera-
tion struggles.

• To stand up for rational debate and against nonsense, against the
culture of clickbait, conspiracy theory, and instant denunciation which
has taken root in some parts of the left. 

We welcome involvement from comrades who are in broad agree-
ment with these points. We aim to complement rather than compete
with existing publications on the Labour left, and to critically engage
with ideas from across the left.
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48 hours from the collapse and will
not offer them the same protection
as the workers in the public sector.

This also needs to be extended
to any workers in smaller firms,
subcontracted by Carillion, who
will be indirectly impacted. 

While it has already been guar-
anteed that the Pension Protection
Fund (PPF) will take over Caril-
lion’s pension funds and employees
who have already retired will be
covered, it has been estimated that
those still working will receive a
cut in up to 20% of their pay-
ments. This needs to be made up
by the Government.

Guarantee the continued provi-
sion of public services

The Government needs to ensure
that there are robust contingency
plans in place to make certain that
all the services Carillion run will
continue unaffected, especially in
crucial frontline services such as pro-
vision of school meals etc., and that
these services will not suffer any ces-
sation or drop in provision or quality.
Oxfordshire Council have already
reported that firefighters have been
on standby to arrange for school
meals to be delivered. Local author-
ities and housing associations are al-
ready reporting difficulties in
urgently needing to backfill the
work, causing considerable addi-
tional workloads and expense. No
local authorities, health trusts, fire
services, or any other public bodies
should be spending their already
squeezed budgets on covering the
failure of Carillion, and should be
compensated for any losses incurred.

Nationalise all the contracts
All Carillion contracts should

be brought back into public own-
ership immediately, as Rebecca
Long Bailey has called for today.
The Government has the oppor-
tunity to instantly renationalise all
the services that Carillion were re-
sponsible for, ensuring that work-
ers are immediately transferred
into the public sector, and are
therefore covered by Local Gov-
ernment or NHS collective bar-
gaining arrangements. The prime
minister’s official spokesman has
already confirmed that the HS2
contracts will remain in the private
sector, and it is vital that the same
does not happen to the public ser-
vice contracts. 

Questions to answer
Shadow cabinet office minister

Jon Trickett has called on the

Government to explain why it
awarded contracts worth nearly
£2bn to Carillion even after it is-
sued profit warnings, and both
Labour and Unite have called for
an inquiry into the collapse. Trans-
port secretary Chris Grayling now
he needs to answer more questions
as to why he awarded Carillion a
£1.4bn HS2 contract when it was
already known the company were
in financial difficulties. The prime
minister’s spokesman has already
said there are no plans for an offi-
cial inquiry other than the Official
Receiver’s report which is obliged
to investigate the reasons for Car-
illion’s failure, which will be woe-
fully inadequate in scope and
enforcement.  Ministers responsi-
ble for handing over huge sums of
public money to private companies
who subsequently fail need to be
investigated and held to account.

No bailouts for the bosses
Renationalisation should be

carried out with no compensation
paid to shareholders or protection
of dividends. With even the Insti-
tute of Directors criticising the di-
rectors and shareholders of
Carillion for failing to provide “ap-
propriate oversight” of the com-
pany, people responsible for the
collapse should not be rewarded
for failure. Labour should point
out that the £1bn in profits from

PFI that Carillion made were, of
course, kept in the private sphere,
yet the losses are now expected to
be covered by the public purse.
Richard Howson, Carillion’s for-
mer Chief Executive until he
stepped down in July after a profit
warning, earned £1.5m (including
bonuses) in 2016, and despite
quitting, is due to continue to re-
ceive his £660,000 salary until Oc-
tober of this year. These bonuses
need to be paid back. There must
be no bailouts for the bosses.

There should be no rewards ei-
ther; current chairman of Carillion,
Philip Green (not to be confused
with the Philip Green responsible
for the collapse of BHS), is an ad-
visor to the Government on corpo-
rate responsibility and in 2015 was
a signatory to an open letter urging
people to vote Conservative. 

These are all vital demands that
Labour need to make in a timely
manner, and that we should be
pressing for within our own CLPs.
But simultaneously we should also
be aware of their limited reach –
state ownership is not and should
not be an end in itself. Jeremy
Corbyn’s video statement on Car-
illion should be welcomed for
going further than just pledging to
renationalise Carillion, and ex-
tending this to the entirety of the
failed PFI model, but it is not
enough to call for our public ser-

vices to be run “for the benefit of
the many, not the profits of the
few,” – we need to start talking
about what that actually means
and what that would look like in
practice. 

This should be the start of de-
bates as to how public services, and
indeed wider industry, should be
run, and the important political
distinction between simply ‘state
control’, and democratic bodies
run and controlled by workers and
service users. 

At a time when the idea of re-
nationalisation is increasingly
popular, we should be arguing for
it as the precursor to more expan-
sive and radical ideas for how we
ultimately envisage our society;
state control of all public services
shouldn’t be the end of our de-
mands, but the beginning of
them.

By Martin Thomas 

Of the assets cited in the last
balance sheet from Carillion,
only 5% were saleable items —
buildings, equipment, financial
paper.

The rest was a notional “good-
will” total, computed by assigning
asset values to the contracts
which Carillion held from public
authorities and others.

Now, when the financial pass-
the-parcel stops, there is almost
nothing to be sold off to pay Car-
illion's workers and suppliers. All
the proceeds of Carillion's years
of prosperity have been siphoned
off in big dividend payouts to
shareholders — bigger year after
year, until 2016 — vast bonuses
and pay deals for the bosses, and
buy-outs of other contractors to
expand Carillion’s scope.

When they saw that the giddy
whirl was wobbling fatally, in the
middle of last year, the top bosses

bailed out, and tried to amend the
company rules to ring-fence huge
leaving payments for themselves
in any circumstances short of
outright conviction for fraud.

They can't now get away with
drawing further payments, but
they had already drawn enough
to make them well-off for the rest
of their lives.

Carillion’s workers, whether
employed directly or through sub-
contractors, got no such protec-
tion. Carillion's successes and
profits were never profits for them,
but products of their work being
made insecure, gruelling, ill-paid.

In order to pump out those
bonuses and payouts, in an ever-
expanding spiral, the system
drives for profit with scant regard
for the effects in trashing the en-
vironment. It cuts and shrivels so-
cial provision - health, education,
social housing - in order to help
increase the revenues of the rich.
It degrades human life by driving
it into a competitive rat-race. It is

a system of inciting each individ-
ual to develop sharp elbows and
use them to get ahead of others.

The Carillion episode, like the
financial crash of 2008, shows
that the system works to privatise
profits and socialise losses. It
works that way in boom as well as
in slump and crisis.

This system has given us the
Carillion collapse, the NHS cri-
sis, and the years of economic de-
pression since the 2008 crash.

To put a pause to austerity, to
take some more taxes from the
rich to mend social provision, is a
start in the fight back. The
newly-invigorated labour move-
ment should also do more.

The alternative to capitalism
is social ownership of the banks
and industry, workers’ and
democratic control, solidarity
and social provision as the
guidelines for the economy in
place of profit — in short, so-
cialism. Let’s organise now to
fight for it.
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international

By Jacob Armstrong, Labour and SPD activist

When Martin Schulz came to power as the leader of the SPD in
March of 2017, the mood was buoyant. 

The party under former leader and serving Foreign Minister, Sigmar
Gabriel, had become increasingly unpopular: Schulz offered the opportu-
nity to import a widely-respected European politician who had not been
implicated by participating in the Bundestag Grand Coalition. The polls
reflected this. Yet after three failed state elections in Saarland, Schleswig-
Holstein and North Rhine-Westphalia, with the SPD losing power in the
latter two, the party was unable to improve its fortunes at the federal level,
receiving its worst electoral result since 1949 with 20.5% of the vote. 

On election night, Schulz announced that the SPD would be entering
opposition, recognising that the Grand Coalition had been voted out
and leaving the task to the CDU/CSU, liberal FDP and the Greens.
Even when the FDP put a dramatic stop to the so-called Jamaica Coali-
tion, Schulz stuck to his guns, once again declaring that the SPD would
not be amenable to Grand Coalition. 

Yet at the party congress in early December 2017, the party would
vote to enter “result-oriented” preliminary discussions with the CDU
and CSU, all the while insisting it would not be swayed easily. The result
of these talks was a poor consultation paper, in which the SPD ceded
ground on the likes of workers’ protections, the election pledge of a cit-
izens’ insurance, putting an end to the two-tier healthcare system, and
immigration, the paper including an upper limit on refugees of between
180,000 and 200,000 persons and conditional family reunion only. It was
on this premise that delegates were called to vote on entering coalition
talks on the 21st January in Bonn. 

The renewal of the Grand Coalition faces wide criticism, including
prominent interventions from its youth organisation, the Jusos, under
chair Kevin Kühnert, and from Hilde Mattheis, member of the Bun-
destag and leader of the left forum Democratic Left 21. A number of
state and city groupings voted against coalition talks in the run-up to
the 21st.

The result in Bonn was a lot tighter than conference votes more gener-
ally in the SPD: the delegates voted to enter coalition talks with 56% of

the votes cast. Not until the party membership votes on whether to accept
or reject the coalition agreement will the fate of the party be determined.

The SPD’s leadership has begun January in an untenable position –
promising a “renewal” of the SPD but seeking to repeat the same mistake
the party has made twice since it was last dominant party in the Bun-
destag. The SPD has been unable to differentiate itself as a party in the
period, has sank in the polls and enabled the far-right Alternative for
Germany, which would be largest opposition party in the event of a
Grand Coalition. The leadership seems willing to sacrifice the possibility
of the party ever being electorally dominant again for Angela Merkel’s
political survival. It remains for the membership to determine the future
of the party at this historic juncture when they vote on the coalition deal. 

Perhaps they would all do well to remember the words of the late
great Brandenburg politician Regine Hildebrandt, who was known
for nailing her colours to the mast. In 1999 she resigned from the state
government in protest at a grand coalition, declaring she would not
go into coalition with "those CDU arseholes".

“Zwischen Baum und Borke”* –
an existential struggle for the SPD

By Jill Mountford, Lewisham Momentum co-chair
Before we got onto our packed agenda of business, Lewisham Mo-
mentum’s January general meeting heard from Iranian socialist ac-
tivist Kaveh Abbasian. Kaveh explained the historical context of Iran’s
1979 revolution, the nature of Iran’s society and regime and the cur-
rent struggles, and why the international left has a duty of solidarity.

Speaking as a Labour and Corbyn supporter, Kaveh also sharply crit-
icised Jeremy Corbyn and Emily Thornberry’s stance on Iran. Unsur-
prisingly, there was a lively debate.

How do we combine solidarity with the protesters and against re-
pression with firm opposition to Western military threats and economic
sanctions? How do we respond to the presence of monarchist organisers
in the protests? Wouldn’t a strong statement by Corbyn be seen as out-
side interference in Iran? And so on.

Kaveh argued that there is no contradiction building solidarity and
opposing military intervention; and that whatever the tactical consid-
erations, Corbyn and co’s basic duty is to tell the truth and support the
worker and student activists who are being repressed. He also pointed
out that the Iranian regime is itself imperialist, particularly in terms of
its appalling role in Syria, and that we must oppose all imperialisms.

Kaveh stressed the extreme neo-liberal nature of the Iranian regime,
and there were questions and discussion about its economic policies
and about social and workers’ struggles in Iran. One comrade asked
whether it wouldn’t be better to concentrate on capitalism and not talk
about Islamism. Kaveh explained how the Islamic Republic is a theoc-
racy as well as a neo-liberal capitalist state, and how this gives it extra
weapons in its ability to suppress the population.

Another comrade made the good point that the British government
has been surprisingly quiet about the protests, because far from wanting
war with Iran it hopes to do business with it and has its eye on con-
tracts. Another argued that we must not repeat the mistake some on
the left made by failing to support workers’ movements in the Stalinists
states and allowing the right to become their champsion.

By the end I think a big majority agreed with the need to build ac-
tive solidarity. A number of us will be putting The Clarion’s model
motion on Iran in our ward meetings. You should invite Kaveh or
another Iranian comrade to your Momentum meeting too!

• More: Corbyn and Thornberry should back workers’ rights and
democracy in Iran: bit.ly/2G4Osps
• Model motion on Iran for CLPs: bit.ly/2E0oToL

Momentum members debate Iran protests

* “Between tree and bark”

Martin Schulz rushes to the aid of the beleagured Angela Merkel,
ready to prop up her right-wing government in a new Grand Coalition
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT

By Stephen Harrelson, Hornsey and Wood Green

Derby North MP Chris Williamson’s resignation from the Shadow
Cabinet has been the subject of much speculation by both right and
left. 

Was he pushed out for not sticking to his brief ? Had he found that
being a shadow minister had stifled his ability to speak up? 

The cause appears to have been the call for a doubling of council tax
on valuable homes as a way to combat local government cuts. Although
a highly debatable strategy it is an attempt to put forward policy on the
cuts, something the Labour Party has singularly failed to do since 2010,
and perhaps more glaringly since the election of Corbyn.

Raising council tax to fight the cuts is becoming increasingly popular
as a strategy to further the “dented shield” approach against increasingly
vicious rounds of cuts.

It is right that councils need to find a way to get back their funds, cut
by central government since 2010. A joined-up campaign, nationally or
even regionally of councils, affiliated local government unions, and the
national party and wider movement to call for the restoration of these
funds would be an obvious starting point.

Williamson is correct when he says: “After eight years of austerity, the
argument that cuts are the responsibility of central government is wear-
ing thin with the electorate. Following the enthusiasm with which the
public embraced Labour’s redistributive 2017 manifesto, now is the time
to start translating that ethos into Labour in local government.”

“A local authority could for example propose to double council tax and
then promise full discounts to those living in band A to C, followed by
an 80% discount to those in band D (in effect a 20% increase), 60% dis-
count for Band E, 40% for Band F, 20% for Band G, with only those liv-
ing in band H properties paying double.”

This is proposed alongside a means-tested system of support for those

on low incomes in higher-banded homes. He reckons that this could be
won at a referendum of the local population, something that would be
mandatory to raise council tax by this level.

Williamson cites the radical Labour leadership of councils like Lam-
beth in the 1980s which increased rates when they were able to, in order
to combat the Tory cuts. What is missing is the actual record of the coun-
cils which, in the end, not without a fight and some inspiring campaign-
ing, were defeated.

As with the rates increase, without a fight against the government, the
raising of council tax will still put pressure on households in areas like
London and the South East where the number of Band A properties is
relatively low. It could end up being a tax on some of the poorest and
most vulnerable.

This policy idea deserves discussion but fundamentally the refusal of
Labour councils to build and support anti-cuts campaigns since 2010 is
a more serious issue. Too many councils have not just implemented Tory
cuts but have done it with glee and relish!

Labour councils must coordinate with local campaigns, call for sup-
port from the labour movement and the national party to begin a gen-
uine fight to reverse the cuts and fight for decent services.

Chris Williamson, council tax and fighting cuts

By Stuart King

On Saturday 20 January, eighty Labour Party members, community
activists and Lambeth residents came together for an open conference,
“Lambeth: For The Many Not The Few” to input into the develop-
ment of Lambeth Labour’s May 2018 election manifesto. 

The purpose was to discuss draft policy proposals across six areas (Ed-
ucation; The Environment; Finance and Local Democracy; Housing;
Libraries; and Social Care). After introductory speeches from Ruth
Cashman (Secretary, Lambeth Unison) and Ellen Lebethe (Vice Presi-
dent National Pensioners Convention), most of the day was taken up
with a series of workshops. Based on the drafts presented, new ideas and
policies were discussed, noted, agreed or disagreed. 

There was general agreement that is was not good enough for Labour
councils just to work out ways of implementing Tory cuts in the “least
nasty way”. Local government desperately needs more money and an
end to austerity. That means councillors mobilising the community and
trade unions to fight a weak Tory government across the country, de-
manding adequate resources.  

Final policy proposals will be worked up and sent to the Lambeth
Campaigns Forum and Labour Group. They will be the policies Jeremy
Corbyn supporters locally fight for, up to and beyond the May elections. 

The day closed with a speech by Ted Knight, chair of Gipsy Hill
Labour Party and former Leader of Lambeth Council, celebrating the
event as an important step forwards in the attempt to reshape the Labour
Party as a democratic and outward looking representative of local work-
ing class communities. 

A speaker for the Picture House community boycott campaign ex-
plained the latest attempt by Cineworld to lock-out workers on strike.
£100 was raised for the strike fund, and, later on, many from the con-
ference marched down with placards to join the Ritzy picket line.

By Shaughan Dolan, Harrow West CLP secretary

The Labour Party's democracy review is an exciting moment for
change. It could help put members in the driving seat, helping them
push home an agenda truly representative of our party. 

So I want to ask the question — why do we let Councillors elect lead-
ers? We wouldn't stand for it if the leader of the Labour Party was elected
on the basis of a backroom stitch-up, yet for local authorities we tolerate
exactly that. It's time for Borough Labour Parties to elect their own lead-
ers — using one member, one vote.

Legitimacy is a core part of governing and any local party that feels
that it is being imposed upon, rather than represented by, any council
leadership team is quickly going to see declining membership, campaign-
ing apathy and internal frustrations. 

Local manifestos are framed by the leader, with little or no input from
members. Leaders are able to choose cabinet members and so hold fi-
nancial and political power over other council members. This is a recipe
for intellectual sclerosis which can produce manifestos without the cre-
ativity, innovation, or bold opposition to Tory austerity we need. 

Electing our council leaders will mean candidates will have to win
votes based on competing visions of how local authorities should be run. 

True democracy means democracy at every level. Directly electing
council leaders can lead to a renaissance of Labour ideas across the na-
tions and regions of the United Kingdom, galvanising local parties
and electrifying our base. Democracy can be the fuel for legitimacy,
renewal and our electoral success.

In consultation with local Labour Party and trade union activists,
Lewisham Momentum has produced a series of demands on Lewisham
council to feed into Lewisham Labour’s manifesto process. See
bit.ly/2Dzs6P8 or email lewishamforcorbyn@gmail.com

Lambeth debates council strategy

We should elect our council leaders!
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INTERVIEW

So, the big news is that three new places on
the NEC have been won by the left. What is
the significance of this and what opportuni-
ties does it throw up?

Well, it’s such an important committee;
which we saw in the context of the coup against
Corbyn where the NEC carried out the second
phase of it, imposing the freeze date and ex-
cluding so many members. The left already had
a narrow majority, but to do the kind of sweep-
ing party reforms which are needed requires a
bigger majority.

Also, I know Jon Lansman is not universally
popular but he knows the structures of the
party and has been thinking for years about
what needs to be done. I think that there has
been a lack of that kind of strategic approach.
So, it opens the way for the democracy review
which Katy Clark is heading to be something
quite historic.

What do you think of Ann Black’s removal as
chair of disputes?

Ann Black doesn’t actually hail from the left
and her role in disputes has not won her any
wider support or inspired confidence.  For ex-
ample, in the suspension of Brighton and Hove
CLP, where it was clearly a stitch-up from the
start, Ann Black was in charge.

But more important than all that is that the
person in charge of the disputes panel is an of-
ficer of the NEC and it’s the officers of the
NEC who have enormous power when things
have to be decided urgently. So it’s a very im-
portant power baseposition.

Do you think they might move against Iain
McNicol?

Well, I’d be worried if I was Iain McNicol!
He’s been general secretary of the Labour Party
for much longer than most so he is overdue to
be replaced. 

After the general election,  Andrew Marr
stated Corbyn would be leader of Labour  for
as long as he wanted. How safe is Corbyn
from the right now?

At the moment there don’t seem to be any
opportunities for them to go against Corbyn
himself, which is why they have shifted the de-
bate to attacking people around him, especially
new left MPs like Laura Pidcock and Emma
Dent Coad; they are the people who are taking
all the flack now.

The thing that the NEC result showed most
clearly was that Progress’ tactics of trashing the
party in the press and Richard Angell’s inces-
sant whinging about the left is really unpopular
with members.  The right’s share of the vote in
the NEC elections has come down. In 2016 it
was 42% and this time it’s 29%. That’s a pretty

catastrophic performance. Their strategy is a
complete failure and I see no evidence they
have a better one.

Do you think part of the strategy is to natu-
ralise Corbyn, attack the stronger left MPs
and schmooze those with less socialist roots
like Angela Rayner?

Yes. Although I think Angela Rayner has
something to do with that too! I don’t think it’s
just one way. Definitely we are hearing of right-
wing and Progress backed parliamentary selec-
tion candidates going out of their way to say “I
want a Corbyn government”. The thing that
thwarts this strategy from the right is that Cor-
byn himself doesn’t sit back, he has refused to
slip into the role of being a safe co-opted leader.
So when he put out the video attacking JP
Morgan that horrified the centrists. Similarly,
he is taking the Carillion crisis and making the
point that privatisation of public services is dis-
astrous. That’s the project of the centrists in the
Labour Party — the outsourcing of public ser-
vices.

They can never be written off though, they
still occupy some important centres of power
in the party. Although they can’t win anything
on straight votes, one member one vote, they
still can win selection contests. There still
seems to be an issue of people on the left being
willing to vote in online elections but not turn-
ing up to meetings.

Is that a problem of integrating and mobilis-
ing the new membership?

Exactly. We can get people to vote in an
NEC election or when there is a crisis that af-
fects Corbyn;  but the kind of boring stuff in
between,  of going to CLP meetings and win-
ning important local votes and transforming
local parties, it’s yet to be seen whether the
Corbyn movement can consistently do that.
Part of the democracy review is putting in place
the procedures to allow members to do it. But
the big question is will they take it up? We
don’t know yet.

What do you think the pivotal political issues
might be in 2018?

Well the NHS should be! It’s an absolute
disgrace what is happening to the NHS. The
trouble is that it’s always quite hard to politicise
it. People might generally associate its problems
with the Tories, but it doesn’t seem to have
much impact on people’s voting intentions. 

Do you think that people believe the Tory
propaganda that the NHS can’t meet the scale
of our health needs?

I think the media commentators buy that ar-
gument and so it has an impact on the debate.
But when the press make the case for an insur-
ance based system — arguing that the NHS
crated in 1948 isn’t fit for purpose — it has no
purchase at all with most people.

I think it’s amazing actually the residual ad-
herence to the founding principles of the NHS
that exists among the population. People are
proud of the NHS and they are proud of the
fact it is organised on socialist principles. 

Sadly the alternative argument, the socialist
argument for the NHS, isn’t put forward with
any force, even by [Shadow Health Secretary]
Jon Ashworth. What you tend to hear from the
Labour health team is funding; we need more
funding, which of course is true. But we also
need to address the fact that the NHS has been
gradually and deliberately reformed so more
and more money is diverted to the private sec-
tor. 

I think the Labour Party is really missing a
trick; if they put forward strongly the socialist
case for the NHS and the way it should be or-
ganised, I think it would be really popular.

• The second edition of The Candidate, up-
dated to include the inside story of the 2017
general election, comes out on 30 January.

Make the socialist arguments 
Alex Nunns, author of The Candidate: Jeremy Cor-
byn’s Improbable Path to Power, spoke to Clarion
editor Rosie Woods.

Alex Nunns with his Bread and Roses
award for The Candidate

Pamphlet launch: 
GEORGE AND MINNIE LANSBURY

AND MODERN FEMINISM

6pm, Thursday 15 February
Tower Hamlets Local History Library
& Archives, 277 Bancroft Road, E1

4DQ London

Speakers, refreshments and copies
of the pamphlet available for £2.50

Sponsored by The Clarion, Tower
Hamlets Labour Party and others
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Momentum

Why Momentum’s lack of democracy matters

The Stop the
Labour Purge cam-
paign is relaunching
to fight for an end
to expulsions, the
readmission of ex-
pelled socialists and

democratic reform of the party’s
disciplinary system. 
• More information: 
stopthelabourpurge.
wordpress. com 
stopthelabourpurge@gmail.com

Stop the Labour
Purge relaunches A few days before this issue of

The Clarion went to press, we
published a statement by Laura
Rogers (pictured), resigning her
position as chair of Momentum
Truro in Cornwall. 

The reason for Laura’s resigna-
tion was an attempt by the Mo-
mentum office and its supporters
to undemocratically stitch up can-
didate selection in the Truro and
Falmouth constituency – not un-
democratic in terms of the selec-
tion itself, but in terms of who the
left locally would support.

Since publishing that statement,
we have received messages from
people across the country with
similar stories. There seems to be

a trend: intervention by the Mo-
mentum office to support its
favoured candidate, usually the
more right-wing of the available
“left” options and often not even a
Corbyn-supporter, with little re-
gard for the view or democratic
processes of local Momentum ac-
tivists.

We may carry more coverage
of this issue soon. Please feel free
to send us information: theclari-
onmag@gmail.com. Meanwhile
Laura Roger’s statement can be
read at bit.ly/2n4jVQ2

Stitching up PPC selections?

By Michael Taylor

Previous left-wing movements in
the Labour Party and trade
unions have not been run as Mo-
mentum is today.

All of them, or all of any scope
and durability, have had confer-
ences, elected committees with
their deliberations open to
scrutiny and check by the mem-
bers, and some form or another of
democratic voting by their mem-
bers on future directions.

Their democracy has often been
imperfect, and there has often been
argument about improvements, but
in some form or another they have
the standard democratic mecha-
nisms — the same sort of demo-
cratic mechanisms which left
wingers have always campaigned
to institute and develop in the
larger Labour Party and in the
general affairs of the unions.

A number of people prominent
in the leadership of Momentum
have spent years or decades argu-
ing and organising for such demo-
cratic mechanisms.

And now Momentum operates
more like an NGO. Essentially all
decision-making power is in the
hands of its paid officials, in its of-
fice. Why?

In the dismal years of the Blair-
Brown New Labour regime, and
of trade unions continually in re-
treat, many left-minded people
came to see left-wing NGO cam-
paigning — an office, a grant, a
few paid workers, a website — as
the gold standard of left-wing ac-
tivity.

Blair and Brown remodelled the
Labour Party, so that decision-
making centred in the "Leader's

Office" rather than in Labour
Party conference or even in the
National Executive, and as a whole
social layer of advisers, researchers,
aides, PR people, and wonks came
to underpin the whole regime.
Many activists objected. But over
the years the new regime imposed
itself as the new normal.

Although Labour Party confer-
ence has become more lively in the
last couple of years, that "new nor-
mal" still shapes the Labour Party.

Reforms
In 2010-1, some of us were

campaigned (unsuccessfully, as it
turned out) to use the Labour
Party democracy review an-
nounced by Ed Miliband to get
reforms. A current "Corbynista"
Shadow Cabinet member, then
not even yet an MP, attended one
of our meetings.

She wanted democratic reform.
Of course. But, she said - evidently
shocked - there could be no ques-
tion of making Labour Party con-
ference really a decision-making
centre. The media would report
and exploit debates and divisions.
We must find subtler, more con-
trolled, ways of doing things.

When Momentum was
launched in late 2015, the initial
plan — presumably shaped and
shared by a relatively wide "Cor-
bynista" inner circle — was for no
conferences, and instead an
NGO-type operation, possibly
with occasional e-consultations.

Momentum members objected.
Stumblingly, in early 2016, Mo-
mentum developed some elected
committees, and an apparent
agreement to develop some demo-
cratic structure.

Those of us who wanted demo-
cratic structures were very open to
compromise about the details. But
months of dispute over meetings
cancelled, decisions ignored, and
reluctance by some to concede any
"real-life" component of democ-
racy alongside promises of e-
OMOV, wearied the membership.

And then came the January
2017 coup, in which all the exist-
ing Momentum structures (other
than the office) were abolished,
and a new constitution imposed in
which, as we have found, even the
element of e-OMOV so loudly
advocated in previous months be-
came notional.

The coup-makers, evidently,
were as alarmed at the prospect of
a Momentum conference which
would have open debates, and
might have political autonomy
from the Labour leadership on is-
sues like free movement, or sup-
port for industrial disputes like
Picturehouse, as the future
Shadow Cabinet member had
been in 2010 at the prospect of an
openly-debating and decisive
Labour Party conference.

Momentum did good work for

the June 2017 general election with
its app to recruit new campaigners,
and has gained credit for that.

But the task of today is to re-
make the labour movement as a
lively, active, engaged, respon-
sive, and politically-educated
movement. That cannot be done
without democracy both in the
broader Labour Party and in the
Labour left.

One year on, looking
back at the Momentum
coup
Former Momentum Steering
Committee member Michael
Chessum looks back at how the
organisation’s democacy was
abolished.

“The “coup”, as it became
known, was the culmination of
half a year of deep internal con-
flict, fought ostensibly over
which kind of structures Mo-
mentum should have. Really,
however, what we were debating
was the purpose of the organisa-
tion…”

• Read more: bit.ly/2E13NH5
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The Central issue

By Gemma Short and Sacha Ismail

Historical background
Trade-union “immunities”, effectively making

strikes more clearly legal, were established by a
reforming Liberal government in 1906, under
pressure from the infant Labour Party.

By the late 1960s, unions had become stronger
and strikes more frequent. Bosses started to want
changes in the law. Plans by Harold Wilson’s
government in 1969 for new legal restraints on
strikes (relatively mild by today's standards) were
dropped after resistance from the TUC and
many Labour MPs. The Tories introduced an In-
dustrial Relations Act in 1971, but that was gut-
ted by explosive workers’ resistance and then
repealed by Wilson’s second government. 

Not until a harsher Tory leadership won office
in 1979 were anti-strike laws which would “stick”
introduced. Even those Tories felt a need to move
step-by-step. A series of laws from 1980 to 1993
made solidarity strikes, flying pickets, and any
strikes without notice and postal ballots, unlawful
(see box below).

Virtually the entire labour movement, includ-
ing the Labour leadership, opposed those laws,
and until after the miners’ defeat in 1985 they
were rarely deployed. With industrial defeats and
the Kinnockite reaction in Labour from the mid-
80s, the new laws were used more and more. By
1997 Tony Blair was boasting that Britain under

his government “will still have the most restric-
tive union laws in the Western world”.

The Blair and Brown governments kept the
Tories’ anti-union laws. The unions got only
some minor changes to recognition procedures,
the main result of which was a few “sweetheart”
deals like USDAW’s in Tesco. 

The union leaders grumbled but shrugged.
Since about 1989, union leaders at Labour Party
conference had regularly put up milder motions
on anti-union laws to knock out more radical
ones from the CLPs.

Keeping solidarity illegal
As the Institute of Employment Relations’ re-

cent Manifesto for Labour Law puts it, the ban on
solidarity action undermines the “whole ethos of
the trade union movement” – “not only collective
strength, but mutual support in times of trouble.
To ignore that is to ignore the very nature of free-
dom of association”.

Solidarity action was once common. In 1972 a
wave of walkouts by a quarter of million workers
across industry freed five dockers jailed under
Heath’s anti-union laws. In 1982 24,000 South
Wales miners struck in support of the NHS
workers’ pay claim. Even in 2005 Heathrow bag-
gage handlers walked out in support of hundreds
of mainly Asian women catering workers at the
airport sacked by subcontractor Gate Gourmet. 

Back then, even arch Labour right-winger Roy
Hattersley wrote:

“Secondary picketing – indeed secondary ac-
tion in general – is, on any rational analysis, often
justified and frequently laudable... Solidarity is
no longer fashionable – indeed, in industry and
commerce it is illegal. But in a decent society it
ought to be encouraged rather than condemned...
It all comes down to the most important political
question: whose side are you on? ... The odds
have always been stacked against low-paid work-
ers. Gate Gourmet employees, and people like
them, have no chance of a fair deal unless they
receive help from friends. Secondary action is
more than necessary. It is right.”

If only we heard that kind of forceful and elo-
quent case from Corbyn and McDonnell today!

At the 2005 Labour Party conference, a 70%
majority voted for a TGWU motion on Gate
Gourmet demanding legislation “permitting law-
ful supportive action at least where there is a
close connection between those involved”. 

From around the turn of the century, a new
generation of union leaders had been elected who
identified as more left-wing. Yet the 2005 mood
was allowed to fade.

In the last few years of the Blair-Brown gov-
ernments, then-backbencher John McDonnell
made a number of attempts to introduce a “Trade
Union Freedom Bill” in Parliament. He won a
surprising amount of support from Labour MPs,
but little active support from the unions. 

The Corbyn era
Since 2010, Labour has been out of office.

Most union leaders toed the line with Ed
Miliband’s leadership or were alienated from
Labour. With Corbyn, however, came some
movement. 2010 Labour conference unani-
mously passed a resolution with crucial clauses
originating in a model motion circulated by the
Right to Strike campaign set up to fight the new
Trade Union Bill which Cameron was introduc-
ing to restrict union action still further.

It committed the next Labour government to
“legislate for strong rights to unionise, win recog-
nition and collective bargaining, strike, picket and
take solidarity action”, but after amendments
from unions did not commit Labour to repeal all
anti-union laws (see full text at bit.ly/2rvHxSR).
In September 2015 and January 2016 Corbyn
said that he supported scrapping the anti-union
laws, specifically defending solidarity strikes and
flying pickets. 

But then the mood faded again. Corbyn’s cam-
paign materials during the second leadership
election promised to repeal the newly passed
Trade Union Act — but said nothing about the
anti-union laws from the 1980s and 90s. The
2017 general election manifesto contained many
proposals for strengthening workers’ rights, but
no restoration of rights to strikes and union ac-
tion beyond the repeal of that new Trade Union
Act. Labour’s election coordinator Andrew
Gwynne told the Guardian that the party wanted
only to return to the legal situation of 2015.

Labour conference 2017 passed, once again
unanimously, a motion calling for Labour to “re-
peal the anti-union laws introduced in the 1980s
and 90s” the crucial elements of which came from
the text promoted by The Clarion.  Yet the party
has neither advertised this decision nor spoken
out against the anti-union laws, despite Corbyn’s
assurances that from now on conference will
make policy.

Limiting our ambitions 
The movement is still cursed by widespread

beliefs that completely repealing the anti-union
laws is unrealistic. Even in the Gate Gourmet

What are the anti-union laws?
Since the earlier anti-union laws were left in
place, the 2016 Trade Union Act simply built
on their foundations. 

The cumulative essentials of the pre-2016
anti-union laws were:

• Postal ballots, extensive notice periods and
requirements to provide information, to slow
down, atomise and blunt workers’ organisation
and decisions for strikes/industrial action.

• Preventing effective picketing (ie. blocking
entrances) and mass picketing.

• Banning “flying pickets”, i.e. going to other
workplaces to picket, talk to workers about a
struggle and ask them not to cross.

• Banning strikes/action over anything but
narrowly defined workplace/industrial issues.

• Banning solidarity strikes/action in support
of other workers in dispute.

• Enabling the state to interfere over various
aspects of union decision-making.

• Banning the “closed shop”, i.e. the ability of
unions where they are strong enough to make
membership in a given workplace compulsory.

These laws had made much of what is neces-
sary for effective workers’ action illegal – at the
same time that employers’ freedom of action
against workers has been not only maintained
but extended. 

With declining union and rising ruling-
class confidence, judges have also been used
the laws to ban, on technicalities, actions bla-
tantly within the limits of the law.

• For a full timeline, see the IER website
bit.ly/2F9Xz6R

Anti-union laws: acid test for a Corbyn 
“[Since 1980, trade unions have been] regulated,
harried, battered, fined and sequestrated, step by
step by step, in Act after Act in pursuit of the aim of
decollectivising the workplace.”

Labour peer Bill Wedderburn, in 1993, on the last
of the Tories’ nine anti-union Acts.

The anti-union laws of the 1980s and 90s are still
in place, and have been added to with the 2016
Trade Union Act. New Labour failed to repeal these
laws. Will a Corbyn-led government do what Blair
and Brown did not?
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crisis, when the unions were being more pushy,
TGWU general secretary Tony Woodley said
that solidarity “needs to be exercised responsibly...
bring solidarity action within the framework of
the law – define its scope and make it subject to
the same regulations on balloting and notice
which regulate other industrial disputes at pre-
sent”.

As then Communication Workers’ Union ex-
ecutive member and now TULO (the Labour-
union liaison body) Vice Chair Maria Exall
responded: “The trouble is all of the whole edi-
fice of anti-union laws, which put such a lid on
industrial disputes, also needs scrapping... These
laws [have] strengthened employers and weak-
ened workers. They undermined trade union
constitutions, making them less effective... In
particular, British workers’ right to strike is
[severely] limited.”

Some union leaders, while they probably feel
anti-union legislation has gone too far, appear to
have got quite comfortable with a system which
puts them and the bureaucracies they head in
(partial, limited) control. Far from treating the
anti-union laws as a hostile imposition, let alone
seeking to defy them, union officials often act as
their primary enforcers – even in the case of the
Trade Union Act. That inevitably shapes their
political stance and willingness to campaign
against the anti-union laws too: allowing workers
to take action with less reference to union hier-
archies must be quite an uncomfortable prospect. 

The Campaign for Trade Union Freedom
In the 1990s, as a Labour government ap-

proached, two campaigns for repeal of the anti-
union laws were set up, the Campaign for Free
Trade Unions and Reclaim Our Rights. They
merged to form the United Campaign for Repeal
of the Anti-Trade Union Laws, which in turn
merged in 2013 with the older Liaison Commit-
tee for the Defence of Trade Unions. The result-
ing Campaign for Trade Union Freedom has and
continues to do valuable work. It is closely asso-
ciated with the Institute of Employment Rights,
whose Manifesto for Labour Law, quoted above,
would make a serious difference if fully imple-
mented. Among other things, it advocates the
right to take solidarity action.

Corbyn and McDonnell have made warm
statements about the manifesto, but those state-
ments gave no commitments on the anti-union
laws. (McDonnell’s does, however, talk about “a
future... in which employers and workers can
work together to create a stronger economy...”).
They do not talk about the manifesto and its de-
mands anywhere else, certainly not “in public”.

The actual contents of the manifesto – which
deserves a detailed review in its own right – are
relatively strong, but the publicity for it and the
published summaries say nothing about repealing
the anti-union laws. The glaring danger is that a
Corbyn government will take bits of it which
sound congenial and easy to sell, particularly in
relation to collective bargaining between employ-

ers and unions, and ignore the more radical-
sounding and controversial bits. But as the man-
ifesto itself puts it well, “collective bargaining
without the right to strike is collective begging”.

At the CTUF-IER fringe at the 2017 Labour
conference, none of the speakers mentioned anti-
union laws other than the TU Act, except party
chair Ian Lavery – who said that while he sup-
ported the right to solidarity action “it’s not party
policy” and argued that “we can’t just repeal all
these laws – we have to be clever about it”. That
contradicted policy passed in 2015 (and 2005),
and in fact further policy to repeal all anti-union
laws was going to conference that very afternoon.

What to fight for, how to fight
We should reassert the demand to repeal all

the anti-union laws. Demanding the introduc-
tion of positive rights is essential, but is not coun-
terposed to repealing the laws. As the IER
manifesto explains, positive rights of various sorts
cannot function without a strong right to strike.
We must say, as activists on these issues did in
the 1990s: “Repeal and replace”. In fact the
fastest and cheapest way to improve the situation
for workers in the early days of a Corbyn govern-
ment would be to simply repeal the laws.

We should not let anyone dodge the question
of whether, under the situation they advocate,
workers and unions will be more restricted than
they were in 1979. To put it another way: under
the laws that will exist after the first term of a
Corbyn government, would the miners' strike of
1984-5 be legal or illegal?

The 1997 Labour manifesto said: “We make
it clear that there will be no return to flying pick-
ets, secondary action, strikes with no ballots or
the trade union law of the 70s”. We need to make

it clear that this is what we seek to return to, or
rather that we want to make it easier for workers
to take action than it was in the 1970s.

An acid test
This issue can help unlock many the other is-

sues. Workers’ space and ability to fight will be
crucial to achieving the movement’s wider de-
mands and perhaps to defending the viability and
success of a Corbyn government. If the anti-
union laws remain, we will be trying to fight with
our arms tied behind our backs.

Of course the Tories, the right-wing press and
Labour “moderates” will have a field day at the
notion of solidarity strikes, mass pickets and so
on. There is no way of avoiding that if the labour
movement is going to be rebuilt. The pressure
not to do this will only grow once Corbyn is in
office, particularly if the party has not clearly set
out the goal beforehand.

Laws themselves only have so much power:
after the Thatcher government introduced its
first anti-union laws it did not feel confident to
use them. It was the defeat of the unions, and the
destruction of a large part of their organisation,
which gave the anti-union laws their power. As
things have developed, even more debilitating
than the laws themselves has been the move-
ment’s acquiescence in them, which has helped
to corrode and gut the basic culture of self-activ-
ity and solidarity.

Winning repeal of the anti-union laws is very
far from all Britain’s trade union movement
needs to do to rebuild itself in the 21st century,
but it is an essential part of what is needed. It is
an acid test for a left-wing Labour government.
Fighting seriously to make it happen is an acid
test for the whole labour movement.

McStriker: why we must
repeal these laws
McDonald’s striker Shen Batmaz told The
Clarion:

“With these laws, the balloting process is de-
liberately long and difficult, to stop people tak-
ing action. For those who’ve not been involved
in organising before, that process can be scary.
Just the fact of the employer being given notice
makes you nervous. What we’ve lost is the days
when you were able to sit in a room with your
friends from work and raise your hand and

there was that moment of comradeship. Instead
people are stuck at home with their ballot, on
their own, and second guess and psych them-
selves out. The ban on flying pickets is impor-
tant too — we would have liked to go to other
stores, to show them what we were doing and
give their confidence a boost, but of course we
couldn’t. These laws were put there to stop
workers demanding their rights: we need to
fight them! 

“The whole labour movement should cam-
paign for them to be repealed, including the
Labour Party.”

• Full interview with Shen: bit.ly/2E1BfwR

      n government
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economic democracy

By Simon Hannah

Considering how far neoliberal-
ism eroded any concept of work-
place democracy and set back the
trade union movement, it is per-
haps understandable that Cor-
bynism starts off from a far less
radical place than some of
Labour’s previous positions.
Nevertheless we can look to put
it in context in the historical de-
bates.

“What Corbynism is” has yet to
be really theorised, as partly it is a
product of the battle with the
Labour right over what policies
the party will adopt. John Mc-
Donnell and Jeremy Corbyn both
come from a transformative wing
of the party, committed to public
ownership and — in a general, un-
defined way — socialism. 

And the leadership are clearly
ambitious. McDonnell has said
they want to outstrip the Attlee
government in the extent of their
reforms. 

Challenging privatisation
In 2016 McDonnell put for-

ward the idea that workers should
be able to buy shares in their com-
panies or club together and take
over companies that go bankrupt.
Placing himself in the tradition of
decentralisation and local democ-
racy, McDonnell said that Labour
had to “changing the rules of the
game”.  Taking over bankrupt
companies is similar to the move-
ments we saw in the late 60s and
early 70s where work-ins occurred
to take workplaces over. That
would only be effective though if
the enterprises where brought into
public ownership. Otherwise a
small workers owned co-op prob-
ably wouldn’t survive in an econ-
omy dominated by multi-nationals
and already established businesses.

There was concern over Labour
strategy when Port Talbot steel be-
came bankrupt. McDonnell said
that under a Labour government
the steel works would be taken over
temporarily, stabilised before being
returned to the market. This is
merely a return to the old Labour
right’s policy of seeing nationalisa-
tion as a short term solution to a
capitalist problem, not as an alter-
native to capitalism itself. Why not
just take steel back into public

ownership but under the control of
the steel workers themselves?

Despite these misgivings, a
briefing document was published
in early 2017 which offered up a
series of very interesting proposals.
Alternative Models of Ownership,
commissioned by John McDon-
nell and Rebecca Long-Bailey the
Shadow Secretary of State for
Business and Industrial Strategy,
outlines three possible alternatives
to privately run businesses; Co-
operatives, municipal and national
ownership.

Now in a sense this is nothing
new. Co-operatives have been with

us almost as long as capitalism has
and made up a huge social and
economic movement in the 19th
century before they collapsed
partly under competitive pressure
from the private sector. Municipal
forms of ownership were also very
popular for years, sometimes con-
temptuously described as ‘gas and
water socialism’. And nationalisa-
tion was a pretty standard form of
public enterprise between 1945
and the 1980s. 

Of course after 40 years of
neoliberalism and worship of the
free market, any argument for en-
croaching upon the untrammelled
power of the private sector is wel-
come. In this sense the proposals
appear very transformative in
today’s context. 

The proposals are couched in
the language of increasing invest-
ment, boosting productivity and
preparing the economy for further
automation. All worthy ideas.

Co-operatives
On the concept of workers’ con-

trol, the report argues that co-op-
eratives are always more
democratic as they are voluntary
endeavours usually organised
without strict hierarchies. The
document cites several examples of
co-operatives, including Mon-
dragon in Spain, the world’s
largest cooperative. 

The problem of co-operatives is
that they still operate in a global
market economy where they have
to compete with enterprises that
often have more resources and ac-
cess to more capital. Mondragon

has been force to lay off staff and
ended up creating a two tier work-
force with different levels of work-
place benefits in order to
survive.  20 per cent of the Mon-
dragon workforce are on short-
term, part-time contracts whereas
others were on full time contracts.
In addition the company has ex-
panded into countries like Brazil
and established factories where the
employment relations are essen-
tially capitalist, those ‘foreign’
workers are not considered mem-
bers of the co-operative.

In the article in the New Socialist
on the Alternative Models of Own-
ership document (bit.ly/2n70IwZ)
they argue that workers’ co-opera-
tives clearly have limitations under
capitalism – they do after all have to
compete with the private sector
which, as described above, can lead
to the logic of capitalist accumula-
tion penetrating your cooperative
despite your best intentions. How-

ever they conclude that “cultivating
values of empathy, co-operation and
charity” are worth doing in a prefig-
urative sense, as a way of generating
collective consciousness under cap-
italism, even if cooperatives can only
go so far as alternative models; “the
left needs to focus on questions of
culture and socialisation every bit as
much as questions of economic
control and planning.”

Fostering a culture of anti-cap-
italist workplace organisation
would certainly help in a world
dominated by Starbucks style con-
sumerism, the gig economy and
very long working hours, but the
logic of cooperatives can only es-
sentially work in a transitional
phase towards a more socialised
economy in general. At their best
they might be considered a van-
guard but unless there are radical
anti-capitalist measures being put
into place across the economy, co-
operatives might end up as a for-
lorn hope, helpless to withstand
the rigorous profit driven chal-
lenge of leaner, more hungry rivals.
Increasingly cooperatives would
have to be protected by the state
through legislation or a degree of
nationalisation to prevent them ei-
ther being co-opted into private
sector capitalist property relations
or rendered so uneconomical and
therefore redundant. 

The danger is that a Labour
government has to provide huge
amounts of funding to the co-op-
erative sector just to keep it going,
but most cooperatives will be small
and medium sized enterprises,
often the least productive or prof-
itable parts of the economy.

Lessons learned?
The document talks extensively

about forms of national ownership
and correctly makes the points
that the old post-war forms of na-
tionalisation where too bureau-
cratic, too top down, too
unresponsive and too much at the
service of the continued expansion
of the private sector.

As such the proposal is to pri-
oritise forms of national owner-
ship that are more democratic – a
perfect opportunity to engage with
forms of workers’ control.   The
document proposes one method
might be that adopted by the
French nationalisation of gas and
electricity in the 1940s, namely a
twelve person board which “was
made up of four appointees from
the state, four from technical and
expert groups (including two to
represent the consumer interest)
and four trade union representa-

Corbynism, models of ownership
and industrial democracy

Labour’s nationalisation in the 1940s was top down. In
many cases the same management stayed in charge.
Workers had some extra rights but little control
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workers’ control
tives”. This would be a model that
excluded a separate management
structure but included direct rep-
resentation from the state.  This is
effectively what the Socialist
League argued for in the 1930s –
a radical alternative to the present
but still leaving the bosses essen-
tially in charge.  

The key issue for elaborating ar-
guments around genuine workers
control is the superiority of work-
ing class control over the methods
of production in terms of work-
place democracy and also produc-
tion for need. The working class
has no interest in maintaining
profits for a super-rich, super few.
It is precisely in the mass collective
nature of the working class that a
potential future outside of capital-
ism exists.

From below
But such changes to the eco-

nomic management of society
cannot come from on high, as
Michael Barratt Brown and Ken
Coates argued in 1969 “workers'
control will be literally meaning-
less unless it is thought about, ar-
gued about and developed by the
workers themselves precisely out
of their daily experience of work”.
This poses once again the question
for a Labour movement and not
merely the Labour Party – can we
generate these kinds of debates
and discussions from below? Any
successful moves towards stimu-
lating those debates and general-
ising the conclusions can be
facilitated by the Labour Party but
without a grassroots movement of
worker intellectuals there will be
inevitable problems. 

The major one will be the con-
servative pull of the trade unions.
Hugh Scanlon may have been
president of the Amalgamated
Engineering Union (AEU) when
he penned a pamphlet in 1968
calling for workers control, but
those were different times, differ-
ent figures and a different union
movement. Today our unions are
sclerotic, tamed, bureaucratic insti-
tutions, dominated by people who
recoil at independent working
class activity or action. There are
some notable exceptions but
largely the unions are exactly what
the bosses want them to be, service
providers and case work managers,
not class struggle organisations.  

Creating a movement for work-
ers’ control will have to happen
against the union bureaucracies,
they are so conservative and nar-
row minded they have no interest
in anything but the most naive
Keynsianism or a return to a 1950s
style mixed economy. But at least
the debate has been opened up
and the ‘single idea’ of neoliberal-
ism is finally sinking. 

Now socialists have an oppor-
tunity to raise radical new visions
of industrial democracy, not as an
abstract utopianism but as a
struggle for a different form of so-
ciety where work is no longer
alienating and decision making
happens away from corporate and
political elites.

Support this statement – Labour should
fight for public ownership of the banks
The Clarion has recently launched the following statement. Please
join hundreds of other Labour activists in signing and sharing it on
social media – go to bit.ly/2F508qU

We welcome the motion that the recent Young Labour conference
voted overwhelmingly to submit to Labour’s policy process, calling for
the next Labour government to bring “retail, commercial and invest-
ment banks into 100% democratic public ownership”, to create a public
banking, pensions and mortgage service.

When banks are continuing to act in an utterly anti-social and irre-
sponsible way, from the “publicly owned” RBS closing branches at a
record rate to Morgan Stanley denouncing the possibility of a Corbyn
government, demanding genuine public ownership and democratic
control should be central to a strong Labour response.

As the motion proposed by the FBU and adopted by the 2012 TUC
Congress put it, a “publicly owned banking service, democratically and
accountably managed… [can] play a central role in building a sustain-
able economy, investing in transport, green industries, housing, creating
jobs and assisting recovery in the interests of working people”.

Our party should campaign and pledge to convert the whole of the
UK’s banking sector into a single democratic public banking service.

By Robyn Banks

After the left’s decisive victory in
the election for three new places
on Labour’s NEC, we are being
blackmailed to act as if we had
lost.

Both the press and the pro-
nouncements of the Labour right
are full of demands that the left
should not capitalise on its victory.
Much of this is couched in oh-so-
reasonable language. The Times,
however, demonstrated the brutal
reality underlying the rhetoric
when it called, in an editorial, for
any Labour MP deselected to re-
sign and trigger by-elections in
which they stand against the party.

The whole character of Labour

as a living,democratic movement
is at stake, and with it the possi-
bilities of reviving the labour
movement and rejuvenating work-
ing-class and socialist politics.

Labour members have every
right to push forward the transfor-
mation of our party. If we allow
ourselves to be blackmailed about
democratisation – which must in-
clude the right to choose freely
who our candidates are – then we
will be blackmailed about any
issue which the representatives of
the ruling class, their press and
their echoers on the right of the
party pick on. They will decree
that Labour must not go too far.

That will surely include pres-
sure not to readmit expelled so-

cialist activists, a basic test for the
left as it takes control of the
NEC’s disputes system.

On numerous issues from re-
pealing the anti-union laws to re-
versing cuts and privatisation, let
alone bigger socialist demands,
Labour’s position is chronically
unclear. On others, for instance
free movement and Trident, it is
actively wrong. Much of the time
the leadership seems to have for-
gotten even the core demands of
the 2017 manifesto. The pressure
to tone down further will only
grow. We need strong pressure the
other way.

The Clarion exists precisely to
raise the “difficult” issues which
need to be raised and to help gen-

erate the ideas and organisation
necessary to bring pressure to bear.
That is why, while working within
Momentum, we have been so
sharply critical of its political tra-
jectory.

A year on from the coup which
shut down its internal democracy,
Momentum is very successful at
mobilising for elections of various
kinds, but it often indifferent and
sometimes actively hostile to a
transformative left-wing, let alone
socialist, agenda within Labour.
(For more on this, see p7.) We
need to win the arguments for a
democratic, educating, transfor-
mative left.  

If you agree, get in touch and
get involved.

The size of the co-operative sector in the UK has grown in recent years  and there
are moves to make the sector even larger — currently it is only a very small sector
of the economy. But co-operatives face serious problems without wider 
democratic planning. 
(Image from reports.uk.coop/economy2016)

To read the Labour report visit
labour.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2017/10/Alternative-
Models-of-Ownership.pdf

After NEC victory, raise the “difficult” issues
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comment

By Maurice McCleod,
Wandsworth Momentum

For many years Disney fairy tale princesses
came in different dresses but the same shape,
size and colour. 

If you were a brown or black girl growing up
in the 80s with a desire for Disney, you could
be Snow White, Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty,
Belle or Ariel. (Granted the last one was a mer-
maid but she was still a skinny white one.)

By the time my daughter was growing up, I
was so glad she also had Princess Jasmine from
Aladdin and Pocahontas to choose from.

Thankfully my beautiful daughter’s fairy tale
princess phase was short-lived but the impor-
tance of being able to see yourself in your fan-
tasies is something that should not be
underestimated.

Even though we hope our children aspire to
more than being someone else’s love interest,
seeing yourself reflected in images that are held
up as beautiful or heroic is an important part
of building yourself worth.

The problem with the idea that this is a wa-
tershed moment for little black and brown girls
is that it suggests a pinnacle of society — which
can be reached by being pretty, young, slim and
silent.

I’m a died-in-the-wool republican and be-
lieve I am nobody’s subject but the presence of
Meghan Markle in the British Royal family
cannot fail to have a positive impact on race
equality in the UK.

When the Daily Mail and the gang try to
turn on her, the papers’ royalist readers will have
decisions to make. I hope it will be a moment
of debate that helps to move things on.

Buckingham Palace press office is making
sure that Harry and Meghan are presented as
the modern diverse face of the Royal family. It’s
no accident they made a high profile visit to a
Brixton radio station.

She may have already killed off UKIP after
the party leader’s girlfriend tweeted a series of
racist tweets about the soon to be Princess. The
scandal culminated in Henry Bolton losing a
vote of no confidence and then refusing to leave
throwing the party into possibly-terminal
turmoil.

By all appearances, Meghan is a perfectly
lovely person. She seems bright and interested
but already there are knives out with some peo-
ple whispering that she’s “fake”. This is the
global freak show called the Royal Family, of
course, she’s fake. The whole thing is fake.

Racism
When Barak Obama was elected President

of the USA in 2008, some people heralded the
end of America’s long history of racism. “Amer-
ica is now post-racial”, we were told.  Eight
years later, Donald Trump proved it was no
such thing.

Fortunately no one yet seems to be claiming
Meghan’s arrival signals the end of racism in
Britain.

Meghan, like Obama, is just the right kind
of black to be accepted by the mainstream.
Both are bi-racial, allowing them to be closer
to the European beauty ideals. Also, neither
share the immediate ancestral history of the
community they are presented as representing.
This allows people to pat themselves on the

back for being welcoming and inclusive with-
out having to fully confront the structural in-
equalities of their societies.

Just as the 44th President was black enough
to make history but not so black as to be
steeped in the horrendous history of slavery,
Meghan is American enough, and middle class
enough, not to spawn close comparison with
black Britons.

If you think I’m over stating this, imagine
how much more of an issue the marriage would
be if Harry were marrying Michaela Coel.

On 19 May, I’ll do all I can to avoid the latest
spectacle from Windsor Castle.

If we are going to retain an out-dated  sym-
bol of entrenched privilege and wealth then,
sure why not make it look a tiny bit less white,
but forgive me if I pass on the champagne.

Fairytale Princesses — now available in black

By Gemma Short, Haringey 
Momentum secretary (pc) 

At the time of going to press it looks likely the
Labour NEC will reaffirm that transwomen
are welcome on all-women shortlists and in
the women’s structures of the Labour Party.

This is the right decision. 
A number of Labour Party members have

been running a concerted campaign around the
red-herring of having concerns over self-iden-
tification. Self-identification has been the
norm in large sections of the labour movement
for a while. 

A large number of other organisations allow
it without detriment to women, including

those who work with women who are survivors
of sexual violence.

Most women are not asked to “prove” their
gender. We should not be in the business of
saying some women don’t look or act enough
like women so should be asked for “proof ”.

Obtaining a Gender Recognition Certifi-
cates is a bureaucratic, often personally diffi-
cult, and costly process. Many transwomen will
not have one, or not have one yet. We should
not be demanding they do in order to recognise
and include them.

There is not a queue of men who are going
to identify as women to enter all-women
shortlists. Why would they when life in poli-
tics (and in general) is much easier as a man?

All-women shortlists for all women

Socialist reads
The Sheffield
Workers’
Committee by
Edd Mustill

£5 on
Spokesman
Books

ISBN: 9780 851
248714

A Party with
Socialists in it:
A History of the
Labour Left by
Simon Hannah

£12.99 on Pluto
Press

ISBN:
9780745337470

Buy at bit.ly/2DES8zR

Buy online: bit.ly/2DvD04n

Socialism
Makes Sense,
from AWL

£5 on Workers’
Liberty books

ISBN:
9781909639409

Buy at bit.ly/2E2qn28
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education policy

By Nita Sanghera,
Access Lecturer at
Bournville College and
Black Members rep on
UCU NEC; and Rhiannon
Lockley, Access Lecturer
at Halesowen College
and Midlands FE rep on
UCU NEC

After training to teach in FE
some time ago we have both had
the privilege of sharing the jour-
neys of hundreds of learners as
they progress through college
and on to bright futures. 

We work in adult education,
and our learners can have multiple
barriers; mental health issues, do-
mestic abuse, juggling childcare,
work, poverty, and previous bad
experience. Some we lose; many
more go on to share their life ex-
periences, sharpen their skills, and
take the next step.

We love working in adult edu-
cation, however working in FE
can also be exhausting.

As well as being teachers we are
mentors, counsellors and full-time
administrators. Our students are
increasingly held back by such
things as demanding bosses (who
have them on zero hours con-
tracts) or bedroom tax evictions.

What we as college lectures
know is that free access to educa-
tion at all ages is vital to grow a
healthy democracy. FE – in our
colleges, our communities and our
prisons – has to be a priority if we
want change. It is a key feature of
the hugely popular National Edu-
cation Service policy and it needs
to be a central part of a future
Labour government. Here are five
challenges we need to tackle to get
the NES right.

1) The lie that 50% of student
journeys are failing at any one
time

One of the greatest ironies of
FE, given that it is part of the ed-
ucation sector, is the mind-numb-
ing lack of intelligent oversight
which has delivered the Orwellian
standard that all learner achieve-
ments should be above average! It
can’t be done! An average is the

middle. This is not rocket science.
For Further Education to de-

liver, we need to move on from this
meaningless total focus on how
students compare with one an-
other – a snapshot of what will in-
evitably be a curve with half on
either side of the middle – to a
holistic understanding that FE is
about distance travelled. 

2) The panopticon as the stan-
dard for success

In FE colleges across our coun-
try, policy never appears to have an
independent usefulness in terms of
what it has been created for, it is
always about how we appear to ex-
ternal visitors. Are you highlight-
ing your promotion of the Prevent
strategy and British values? Does
each learner have an individualised
target and set of resources for your
lesson? Are you embedding liter-
acy, numeracy, E and D, employa-
bility, e-learning?  You need to for
Ofsted. British values and Prevent
are a different story. But the obses-
sion with showing things are done
means that everything becomes a
shallow exercise to evidence some-
thing has been met. 

3) The lie that we need to
“make” migrants learn English

To suggest that poor English
levels result from a refusal to enter
education is not only wrong, it is
dangerous.

From Tory bravado over deport-
ing spousal migrants who fail En-
glish tests to the cross-party social
integration group’s demand that
migrants learn English as soon as
they enter the UK, there has been
a consistent untruth told by politi-
cians about where blame lies over
language barriers. 

And yet ESOL courses have
been at the end of some of the
most savage cuts to FE, with col-

leges across the UK reporting
huge waiting lists as they have not
got the resources to provide places
for people who want to learn. 

4) The belief that education
should finish in your early 20s

In 2015 adult education, already
under funded, was hit with a 24%
cut. The cuts have been devastat-
ing, but are just part of a wider and
nonsensical belief which frames
how our education sector works.
For instance the structure of our
education system is heavily
weighted against working class
women (expecially if they have
had kids). 

Why is there no room not just
for retraining but for life-long
learning as a way of continual
skills and knowledge development
for the workforce and as a bridge
to wide participatory democracy?

FE has the power to transform
communities for the better. We
need to move beyond the obses-
sion with “business need” and
“skills” and have the imagination
to see what access to education for
its own sake. 

5) Obsession with competition
Neoliberalism and the New

Right philosophy that we raise
standards in education by creating
a free market and competition
took root in FE early on. Since in-
corporation in the 1990s this has
meant a culture of fiefdoms in our
colleges. Local colleges are re-
ferred to as competitors. FE has
lost sight of the idea that it should
be a wide reaching network of op-
portunity which any community
can plug into.

In recent years when the FE
commissioner undertook area re-
views to create “fewer, more effi-
cient” colleges (read – mergers and
cuts) we ended up in the position

where the under-funding of the
sector had to be blamed on the
reckless finances of individual col-
leges, with a new emphasis on col-
leges working together with their
competitors to deliver services like
apprenticeships – whilst still com-
peting, obviously.

Further Education should be-
long to the communities it exists
in and wider society – there is no
place for corporations and the lack
of accountability and hostility that
a corporate ethos brings. Colleges
which are social assets and not
corporations will transform com-
munities for the better.

So, how do we overcome these
five challenges? We believe there
are two key steps to take.

First, to defend our colleges we
need active unions, active student
groups and active community sup-
port. If you work in FE, you can
join UCU, the union for FE lectur-
ing staff here. The National Cam-
paign Against Fees and Cuts have
led the student fight for free edu-
cation. FE members will start
strike action over pay: the more
communities support the strikes,
the more we can achieve in a fight
for fairly funded colleges. 

UCU needs strategies to defend
education which go beyond hand-
holding members out of the build-
ing and releasing statements, to
actively fighting for our colleges.
We need unions, students and
communities to campaign to-
gether. To take on this challenge,
Nita is standing for election as
UCU president. If you are a mem-
ber you should support the left
slate in the elections this February.
If elected, Nita will be the first
black president and provide a de-
termined grassroots voice for a
union which fights for our colleges.  

Finally, support Jeremy Corbyn’s
call for a National Education Ser-
vice, and fight for FE as a central
part of it. A national education ser-
vice has the power to transform so-
ciety. Lifelong learning means skills
needs are consistently met – but it
also means we are all raised up. 

Education is a positive source
of empowerment, it allows us to
question the way society is run to
improve it. We need to take the
opportunity together to fight for
education for everyone.

FE is vital for real democracy
Five challenges for a National Education Service
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A young socialist for Rushcliffe

We have a once in a generation
opportunity, to shift the political
terrain in Britain.  

This is most striking in Rush-
cliffe - Ken Clarke is “Father of
the House”, he’s been our MP for
nearly fifty years, in an unwaver-
ingly safe Tory seat. But things are
shifting, last year we got a higher
vote than in 1997 – and members
are very excited about the prospect
that we could win. There’s a real
thirst for something new here. 

I’ve had a very positive response.
I’m honoured to be backed by
unions including the GMB, the
Bakers’ Union, the RMT and sec-
tions of Unite, as well as the Co-
operative Party. John McDonnell
has given his personal endorse-
ment, as well as [former Notting-
ham MP] Alan Simpson. We’ve
received lots of media interest,
which is planting Rushcliffe on
the map. 

How would you describe your
political views?

I’m an internationalist socialist.
I believe in international working-
class solidarity. That’s particularly
important now, in the wake of the
Brexit vote and how we tackle that
as a labour movement. I want a so-

cialist society, one in which the
majority has a meaningful voice,
based on the power of workers,
with good working conditions and
living standards for all, so that we
can all live comfortably and every-
one has equal chances in life.

What are the most important
policies you're fighting for?

After the financial crash,
Labour didn’t have a convincing
narrative or argument, we acepted
responsibility for a global capitalist
crash. With John McDonnell’s
policies we are beginning to regain
support.  To win in Rushcliffe, we
need to deliver an Economic Re-
covery Plan for Rushcliffe, that
details how a Labour government
will boost our area from day one.
This would include building sus-
tainable council housing, dealing
with air pollution, and re-estab-
lishing public transport which is
vital in a largely rural constituency.
As a care worker I am determined
that we fight for a National Care
Service, that works like the NHS
or education at their best, and is
publicly owned, publicly provided,
publicly accountable, and free. 

What areas of Labour policy do

you think need chang-
ing or strengthening?

A large proportion of
Labour members want
clarity on our Brexit
stance – Labour’s ‘con-
structive ambiguity’
should end. The high
vote for Brexit in some
deprived working-class
communities is a sign of
demoralisation. We
need to give hope to de-
moralised forces in the
working class by offer-
ing bold policies to rebuild ser-
vices, build council houses,
massively increase public spend-
ing, drive up pay and repeal all
anti-union laws.

Crucially we need to say clearly,
as Corbyn did earlier, that immi-
gration is not the cause of workers’
problems. Migrant workers are not
the enemy. Capitalist exploitation,
not the EU, is the source of our so-
cial problems.

There is enormous youth sup-
port for Labour but it's relatively
unorganised in terms of people
getting involved. What can we do
to change it?

The majority of youth support
is students, precarious workers,
and young parents.  We’re hard to
organise. In Rushcliffe we set up a
Young Labour group in 2015 and

organised a cross constituency
mental health campaign with
Broxtowe Young Labour. More re-
cently we’ve worked with them on
Hungry for Justice.  We’ve also
lead student and HMO voter reg-
istration campaigns.  It’s about
creating structures and provisions
where young people are able to
come in and out of activity as their
lives allow, and making Con-
stituency Labour Parties accessible
too. Young Labour nationally
should be democratised and prop-
erly funded. 

Beyond that it’s about not just
treating young members as fodder
for elections but as people with
valuable contributions to our
movement, who can lead cam-
paigns and hold leading positions. 

• For Nadia’s campaign see: face-
book.com/nadiawhittome

Edited by: Maisie Sanders, Rida Vaquas, 
Tom Zagoria, Justine Canady

Nadia Whittome is a 21 year old care worker and law student living in
Rushcliffe, in Nottinghamshire, and is running to be her CLP’s parliamentary
candidate.

By Justine Canady, UCL
student union Women’s
Officer

On 25 January, outsourced work-
ers at the central University of
London site struck and protested
again for in-house contracts, se-
cure hours, and pay raises. 

Their last strike, on 21 Novem-
ber, was met with a large protest
outside of the historic Senate
House of students and community
supporters on the day of a visit by
Princess Anne, UoL chancellor.
This is an ongoing dispute pushed
forward by the main union at Sen-
ate House, Independent Workers

of Great Britain.
The dynamism of the campaign

has brought it to the verge of vic-
tory: mangement has just an-
nounced that they have narrowed
their plans down to two options:
bring some of the contracts in
house or bring all of them in
house! This is a huge shift from
their previous stance of maintain-
ing the status quo.

Large numbers of the security
guards, receptionists, post workers,
cleaners, and porters involved are
migrant and/or BME workers,
who are less likely to have secure
hours and contracts at UoL, as in
many workplaces.

This demographic of low-paid

migrant workers is many times ig-
nored by the wider labour move-
ment; however, there are growing
campaigns from United Voices of
the World, the IWGB and some
sections of more mainstream
unions that are fighting for the
rights of precarious migrant work-
ers. In recent months, outsourced
workers at LSE and SOAS won
their campaign to come back in
house, proving that migrant work-
ers can and will win industrial dis-
putes. The pending UoL victory
builds on those successes.

There is the heavy involvement
from community supporters, par-
ticularly students. Students from
various University of London in-

stitutions have come together to
create the Justice for University of
London Workers campaign.

No doubt the workers involved
in this dispute would benefit
under a left-wing Labour govern-
ment, but they don’t have time to
wait for Corbyn to be elected. We
need more strikes and campaigns
that fight militantly for the de-
mands of the Labour manifesto
and go beyond it. 

This is how we are going to get
the kind of pro-migrant, fighting
Labour Party and government we
want.
• For more information and to
get involved contact Justine at 
w.officer@ucl.ac.uk

UoL: students back workers



Students are charged exorbitant
rents, management push our aca-
demics into further precarity, pay
the cleaners and caterers who
keep our institutions functioning
a measly fraction of what univer-
sity VCs earn, starve our mental
health services of vital funding. 

The Tories have dismantled our
colleges, taken our grants, enforce
racist surveillance and are now
militantly carrying out their full
vision of marketisation.

Meanwhile we have an NUS
President, Shakira Martin, who
shakes hands with Tory fat cats in
the Office for Students. An NUS
President who bizarrely champi-
ons arms manufacturers, and
who’d rather launch tepid FE re-
ports with Vince Cable, a key fig-
ure in the Government that
tripled our tuition fees, than em-
power students to fight back
against the devastating funding
cuts, staff redundancies and col-
lege closures.

I'm standing as the united left
candidate for NUS President on a
platform sharply critical of the
current NUS leadership and
proposing a radical alternative: a
fighting union that supports grass-

roots student activists and acts in
solidarity with the workers’ move-
ment.

Tuition fees and high costs of
living mean that students graduate
with tens of thousands of pounds
of debt - after the scrapping of
maintenance grants, highest for
students from the poorest back-
grounds. The marketisation of fur-
ther and higher education are a
threat to students, workers and the
education we receive, leading to
course closures and education in-
stitutions operating like busi-
nesses. NUS needs to oppose this
through direct action as well as
boycotting the National Student
Survey, which is being used to cut
courses and victimise academics.

Free education
I will campaign for free, well-

funded education from cradle to
grave. When me and my comrades
in the National Campaign Against
Fees and Cuts organised a national
demonstration for free education,
the current NUS President ruled
out a motion to support it. This is
a disgrace – I want an NUS that
stands up to the government and
fights not just in meetings but also

i n
t h e
s t r e e t s
and with
activists on  the
campuses around the
country.

To make education truly acces-
sible to all, we also need radical ac-
tion on cost of living. I will
campaign for living grants for stu-
dents and rent controls and sup-
port rent strikes. I’ll also work with
student activists campaigning for
proper funding for mental health
services on our campuses.

The student movement and the
workers’ movement are natural al-
lies. I will work closely with UCU
in their struggle, and encourage
students to join picket lines,
fundraise for strike funds, and run
a major campaign on unionising
students who are also workers.

I also want a union that stands
up on wider issues, from fighting

for
t h e

rights of
international

students and all mi-
grants to mobilising against cli-
mate change and showing
solidarity with liberation move-
ments across the world.

The Corbyn surge has popu-
larised left-wing ideas such as free
education and a £10ph minimum
wage. It has not yet lead to a surge
in student activism. As an active
Labour and Momentum member,
I do not believe we can just wait
for a Corbyn government to de-
liver these things for us. 

We need a fighting NUS that
can harness the energy of stu-
dents inspired by the Labour
manifesto and build a student
movement that is a serious threat
to the Tory government.
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Why I’m standing for
Nus president

CLARION Youth pages

Clarion editor Sahaya James is University of the Arts SU Campaigns Officer
and a former member of NUS national executive, as well as a member of the
Momentum national coordinating group. She is the left’s candidate for NUS
President. As we go to press she is taking part in an occupation to prevent
UAL management from carrying out a gentrifying "redevelopment" of Ele-
phant and Castle.

Contact Sahaya to support her campaign at campaigns@su.arts.ac.uk

More online
Stop the repression in Iran – Free arrested student activists! –
sign this statement by British student left activists bit.ly/2DxNDE9

On the shutting down of Momentum Youth and Students
• Statement from former MYS committee members bit.ly/2ry6Zat
• More analysis by Liam McNulty bit.ly/2n3W6sn

“This is not just about McDonald’s” - McStriker Shen Batmaz on
how the Corbyn surge has helped organise young workers
bit.ly/2E1BfwR

By Tom Zagoria

The relaunch meeting of Oxford Young Labour provided a good basis
for an active campaigning group. 

At the meeting discussion centred around prominent local issues like
homelessness, and how to challenge local use of anti-social behaviour
legislation against rough sleepers and restrictions on shelter use. In ad-
dition we discussed mobilising young people in living wage and free ed-
ucation campaigning. 

The group was however heavily oriented towards university stu-
dents, and the next priority is establishing a foothold among school
students and young workers.

Oxford Young Labour relaunch
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Labour should fight Brexit
By Heather Peto 

EU migrants were not responsible for years of stagnant wages and
poor conditions, it was austerity politics and official tolerance of rogue
employers racing to the bottom.  

All governments have been responsible for not building council hous-
ing and leaving it to the free market.  As a result, local families find that
they are forced to rent from private landlords rather than receive a coun-
cil home or buy their own. If someone from the EU has lived and worked
in an area for a long time they are a resident and are as entitled to be on
the waiting list as someone who has come from another area of the UK.  

How did we get to this point of vilifying EU migrants who keep our
NHS and public services alive?  The coalition government cut spending
on public services way beyond the level that they could remain functional,
long waiting lists and large class sizes arose from this shortage.  They
also stalled the economy with their austerity mantra; meaning wages fell
behind inflation.  

In this dire situation, the Tories and their press allies fell back on find-
ing scapegoats to blame. But, there were two scapegoats that trumped
all others: foreign aid and EU migrants.  To win the hearts and minds of
voters who were suffering by the hand of these cuts the Tories and press
would turn neighbour on neighbour.

With the blame placed on your neighbours, the Tories could get on
with their objective of cutting public services to the bone.  For the Tories
it worked and they were returned after the 2015 General Election with
a small majority. 

Come the referendum, Cameron & Osbourne had spent six years blam-
ing the oppressed and EU migration for the pain of their spending cuts.  

The fault for the Brexit vote lays firmly with Cameron and the Tories
but Labour needs to learn from what it has done wrong in opposition
over the last eight years. We dithered and accepted the concept of the
undeserving poor. Labour was worried that arguing for groups who were
being vilified would lose us swing voters. 

The lessons for Labour of pre-2015 should be obvious.  Labour should
not pander to the anti-migration agenda. We will never outbid the Tories
on xenophobia and nor should we try to.  

So, with the prospect of an election, a spending boost to Labour’s man-
ifesto, and the prospect of Corbyn as prime minister, you would think
the front bench, and everyone in Momentum, would support a change
in Brexit policy. Sadly not.

Unfortunately, Labour’s front bench seems to have bought into the
idea that the referendum vote was a vote against immigration, and
Labour should accept curbs in free movement or face electoral annihi-
lation.

At last year’s Conference there was a chance to challenge Labour’s
policy on Brexit and free movement. Surprisingly, on the eve of confer-
ence the Campaign for Labour Party Democracy (CLPD) decided to
whip Momentum’s vote against prioritising Brexit in the debated mo-
tions. When a member objected, they were told there was no time to
question it. A Few had vetoed the will of the Many.

I felt CLPD was being undemocratic by preventing a vote by members
on Brexit at conference. I moved a reference back to the National Policy
Forum to think again about Brexit. This new mechanism had never been
used before and is far from perfect. It does not allow conference to tell
the NPF what its policy should be, only to say that we don’t accept the
current policy and suggest a new policy from the debate. 

I moved the reference-back motion to stop Brexit. I suggested stop-
ping Brexit could come with joining the European Economic Area dur-
ing a pause in full EU membership while we invested in underfunding
of public services. 

I thought CLPD could get behind this compromise but I was wrong.
Without consulting Momentum members, their leadership claimed
Momentum wanted my motion defeated and so it was.

Attempts to get pro-Remain candidates such as myself selected are
again vetoed by a few in Momentum who do not hold hustings, inter-
views, or a member’s vote on who they want. Instead they recommend a
vote for candidates who will support the leadership on Brexit.

We, the “Many”, should decide Labour’s Brexit policy and not the
“Few.” In the meantime, members should use parliamentary selections
to select candidates who they feel represent them on Remaining.

Failing a universal vote of Labour members on Remaining, we should
all unite in bringing a motion to this year’s conference to direct the Party
policy to be Remain. 

A Labour Government should write a letter to the EU Council Pres-
ident withdrawing Article 50. Within three months the Government
shall identify the structural investment problems that led to the original
Leave vote, and write to the EU President with our proposals for tackling
it. If there are any EU rules that may hinder this plan we will negotiate
for temporary relief from those rules. 

This proposal should include transforming more businesses into
workers’ co-operatives, and nationalising or re-nationalising public
services. 

• Heather is LGBT Labour Trans Officer and is standing to be the
Labour PPC for Rushcliffe in Nottinghamshire
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